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DPA Friends' Association 

                                                                                         
While we have been sad to not be able to hold our
normal Christmas activities such as the Christmas Fair,
Christmas bazaars for children and running the
Christmas Grotto, we have been busy in the
background! The fundraising calendars are now
isolating in school ready to be given to the named
children to bring home at the end of this week. Any
that can’t be distributed will be given out in January.
We also have a special little gift for the school
children to recognise that they have been 2020
superstars! 
The word of the year has been virtual – so we’ve had a
virtual balloon race, virtual pantomime and finally
the virtual Santa visits. We had a chat with Santa and
organised the grotto gifts for each class ready for his
virtual visits.
We’d like to thank you for supporting our balloon
race, the Parentkind raffle, buying Christmas cards
and the school calendar. The money raised from these
activities help fund these in school activities for the
children. 
Don’t forget to like our Facebook page, DPA Friends
Association, to keep up to date with our activities. If
you are interested in helping out in any way, have
suggestions or any queries we can be contacted by
email on dpafriendsassociation@gmail.com,
our Facebook page or leaving a message with the
school office.
We’d like to wish you all a safe and merry Christmas,
and we will see you in 2021!
DPA Friends' Association

A very special thank you to the leaders,

teachers, teaching assistants, inclusion team,

office teams, midday supervisors, site team

and our cleaning staff who have rallied

together, harder than before and have

embraced new ways of working. We are

determined to offer the best education for

your child and I hope you will join me in

sharing the message of thanks to the whole

team here at DPA. 

I wish you and your families the most

wonderful time celebrating Christmas and I

hope you all get to enjoy family time. 

 Sending you all best wishes for a peaceful

and safe break.

Shining Stars!
We need to congratulate two winners in the

academy. Firstly Mrs. Mealin who has won a

Special Recognition Award – out of over 4,000

staff across the Trust.  Mrs Mealin is a long

standing member of the team here at DPA

who supports our children and families

tirelessly. Mrs Mealin can always be relied

upon to step up whenever needed and is a

real asset to the school. Thank you for all you

do.

We also have a budding artist in Year 4,

Kimberley, who has won the Leigh Academies

Trust Christmas Card competition. Out of

hundreds of entries Kimberley's card was

selected by the Trust Executives.  Kimberley

has received a voucher and her design has

been printed so she can share them with her

friends and family.

Miss Roberts - Principal

  

Dear Parents & Carers
WOW - what a crazy year this has been and whilst

we go into a Christmas like no other, I continue to

be amazed at how resilient and positive our

children are!  No matter what we have

encountered, our children have carried on as the

determined, persistent achievers they are.  As you

see from the pages that follow - we have been

busy exploring new learning and clubs.

As we close the end of the year and look forward

to 2021 let's hope the roaring twenties gets off to

a better start.  I look forward to seeing your

children excel in their learning and explore the

wonderful opportunities a strong education can

give.

I would like to take this opportunity to not only

thank our children, but also all of our parents who

have fully supported us in recent times and

continue to offer your unwavering support to the

team here at DPA.
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"Creating an appetite for knowledge; building a capacity to learn"
On apprend le Français à DPA!
What a busy second term it has been in our French lessons! It has been

wonderful to see how enthusiastic pupils have been in their language

learning journey this term. More French is being heard around the school,

answering the register, greeting each other, writing the date or learning

objective in French! 

This term, we have been practising our key skills, played games, competed

in teams, sang songs and have generally been amazing language learners!

Our French club has officially launched for Year 5 every Wednesday . We

would love to invite more of Year 5's to join us for French fun and games!

Applications welcome via ParentMail.  Watch this space when our club

opens up to all year groups post Covid!     Congratulations to our term 2

superstars for outstanding work and effort!   
  Naomi 

Albie 

Maisie  - Polar Bears,

  Sejal - Black Rhinos,

  Lily - Black Footed Ferrets,

  Tolu - Whale Sharks,

  Amirah  - Gorillas

  Santhos Jeyasekaran - Amur Leopards

WELL DONE!! !

It has been yet another exciting term at

Dartford Primary Academy. We’ve been

exploring the theme ‘Where we are in time

and place’ and the children have inquired

what this looks like from castles, to homes

for fairytale creatures to life in space! 

In nursery, the children have been using

the Numberblocks programs to investigate

the quantity of numbers from one to ten.

In reception, the children have loved

exploring the story of the Three Little Pigs

and the materials they used to build their

houses - they even had a go at building

some of their own! 

In year one, the children tested different

materials and then built their own castles.

Their designs were sturdy and robust and

demonstrated how they had applied all

they had learnt. 

The year two children now have a

fantastic knowledge of the Great Fire of

London and their diary entries

demonstrated how hard they’ve been

working to improve their writing.

SLT update

In year 3, we have been practising our greetings, numbers, days and

consolidated our basic skills.

In Year 4, we have also practised days, months and numbers and

learned how to say the date!

In Year 5, we have been busy learning how to describe the weather

and have also linked with our Inquiry theme, learning about the

planets of the solar system!

In Year 6, we have revisited our key vocabulary and linked in with

our inquiry topic of WW2.

We are all looking forward to the French Christmas activities to

finish our fantastic term on a festive note  Joyeux Noël et Bonne

Année à tous!

Miss N. Cowdry. 

In year three, pupils have been exploring

the Stone Age period, creating their very

own cave art as they brought their topic to

life.

Year four have been inspired by the

Romans to write speeches from famous

warriors and design their very own

mosaics that included such wonderful

detail.  Towards the later half of the term,

our year fours have become ‘scientists’ as

their Inquiry has led them to the topic of

Electricity, as they created and tested

their very own circuits. 

Year five have been lost in Space this

term, designing their own planets and

finding out about astronauts.  The

popularity of this topic amongst pupils

is clear to see through their fantastic

biographies and depth of knowledge.

Through their lines of Inquiry into World

War Two, year six have produced high

levels of writing from the perspective of

the evacuee and explored how to write

and deliver an inspiring speech to enthuse

us all!

THANK YOU for your continued support in

listening to the children read, helping them

practise their spellings and researching

more about their subjects on their

knowledge. It’s been brilliant to see so

many examples of action being taken at

home on the Class Dojo pages. 

We wish you a safe and happy Christmas!

Mrs Haywood and Mr Mitchell.

Accelerated Reader has continued to

have a great impact within DPA, as the

reading scheme has now been rolled out

to sections of Year 2.  This term saw the

highest number of pupils reaching their

target that we have ever seen!  All those

pupils who reached their target and

gained an average of above 85% when

quizzing, will be entered into the end of

term draw.  Accelerated reader continues

to personalise and guide independent

reading practice while developing life long

readers.  Well done DPA!
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What Reception have been learning in Term 2:

The children returned in Term 2 much more settled which has been great

to see! They now know the daily routines, have made lots of friends and

have learnt their set 1 phonics sounds. 

This term our PYP central idea was - ‘Our home reflects our culture and

local conditions’.  We have been finding out about; what makes a house a

home, how our houses are different to each other’s and different houses

around the world. Our PSHE topic this term was relationships and we

shared pictures about our family and special times we celebrate. It has

been really interesting to see all the different festivals and celebrations

that our children take part in!  

We then went on to learn about different cultures and celebrations,

talking about how we celebrate birthdays and Christmas in our own home

and what other celebrations we might celebrate like Diwali and Easter.

When we learnt about Diwali, we created Diva lamps out of clay!    

    

We read the story of the ‘3 little pigs’ and used actions to retell the story.

We then spoke about the different materials that houses can be made out

of and discussed which ones would be best and why. Finally we had a go

at creating our own houses out of lots of different materials!

At the end of our inquiry, we looked at houses from around the world. We

learnt that igloos are made out of snow but are actually quite warm! We

found out that there are some houses in New Guinea which are tree

houses to keep them away from flooding and some houses in Kenya have

roofs made from cow dung to keep them waterproof! 

In Maths we have been looking at numbers up to 5 and made a number

house to go with each number. The number 5 house has 5 sides, 5

windows and 5 people living inside it! We have been looking at numbers

bonds to go with each number, using a tens frame and counters or a part

whole model to help us write our number sentences.

 

Year R

"Creating an appetite for knowledge; building a capacity to learn"
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During the theme of ‘Where we are in place and time’ the

children in year one have thoroughly enjoyed learning about

past Kings and Queens of England.

 

We began our learning journey way back in history with the

Normans and inquired into royal castles and their features. We

learnt about 3 different types of castle; the motte and bailey,

the stone keep and the concentric castle. We inquired into the

materials that were used to build a castle back then and

compared them to the materials used to build our school. But

the most exciting part about researching into castles was that

we got to work as a team to design and construct our own (out

of cardboard of course!).

Year one also enjoyed retelling some traditional stories that

have a castle setting such as ‘The Frog Prince’ and ‘The Princess

and the Pea’. We role played the stories, sequenced them and

had a go at writing our own versions of them.

Next we moved along the timeline, stopping off at
the era of King Henry VIII and the Tudors. We
enjoyed learning about his six wives, his children
and his connections with the tower of London
and our own home town of Dartford. Of course we
really enjoyed learning that he beheaded people
when he was mad with them! 

Finally, as the Christmas spirit took over, we moved
further along the timeline and began to look at
Queen Victoria. We have started to look into the
many Christmas traditions that the Queen and
Prince Albert introduced over 100 years ago and
compared them with the traditions we still have
today such as decorating Christmas trees, pulling
Christmas crackers and sending Christmas cards.

Next term we look forward to continuing to learn
about the monarchs of the United Kingdom and
what life was like for children in the past.

Year 1

"Creating an appetite for knowledge; building a capacity to learn"
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Our Transdisciplinary theme this term is ‘Where we are in

time and place’ and our central idea which we have been

concentrating on is ‘Homes can be affected by significant

events.’ 

The significant event we first looked at was the Great Fire

of London in 1666. The children were immersed in our class

novel and made their own timeline of the events that

happened during the Great Fire of London. After that they

started to write their own diary entries as if they were there

during the fire. We had some amazing pieces of writing that

the children are really proud of. We turned the diary entries

into a book to allow all the adults around the school to see

our amazing work.

In History the children learned about a famous architect

called Christopher Wren. He was initially given the job to

rebuild London after the Great fire of London. The children

prepped questions for him and he actually visited to answer

them! How amazing is that?! The children were eager to ask

him lots of questions but they were also wondering where

Mr Filsell was that day...

In Science we looked at different materials. We discussed

their properties, how we could change them and we even

tested some materials. The children were given a ‘bucket’

with holes in and they had to use different materials to

block the holes to stop the water leaking out. The children

showed a strong  knowledge about materials and

showed off their ability to be scientists. 

Although we had to isolate for a week the children have

produced some amazing work and showing they are

determined, persistent  achievers. Well done Year 2!

In Art, the children looked at an artist called Jan Griffier

who showcased a good use of light and dark tones in his

paintings. The children used oil pastels and learned to mix

colours to create different tones. They also used different

materials to recreate his paintings.

Year 2
"Creating an appetite for knowledge; building a capacity to learn"
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In year 3 this term, our central idea has been that ‘lives

change through the discovery of new materials’. We started

off in the Stone Age with some ‘spear throwing practice’

and the children learnt that catching a mammoth is harder

than you might think! 

They also did some scientific investigations to discover

which rocks Stone Age people used for different purposes.

The children particularly enjoyed testing the permeability

of different rocks and learning their names.

A big favourite for the children was the day we flipped over

the tables and drew cave art using charcoal! 

Then, we moved into the Bronze Age and learnt how they

made bronze, using chocolate to show how they melted

two metals together. The children also wrote their own

version of the book ‘Stone Age Boy’ which they updated for

the Bronze Age to show how bronze changed people’s

lives.

When we moved into the Iron Age, the children made Iron

Age hillforts to protect their tribe from other tribes. We

also discovered how to make a stew like they would have

in the Iron Age, using our DT skills to do a sensory

evaluation. Our most recent activity was sewing a bag,

which sounds simple but required great concentration and

persistence!

 

 

Year 3

"Creating an appetite for knowledge; building a capacity to learn"
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What has year 4 been learning this term?

 

Lots! That is the short answer. In addition to maths

and English skills, it has been such a busy term

of learning around the Central Idea that ‘past events

and discoveries shape the environment and our

lives’.

Our inquiries took a historical approach in the first

three weeks of the term with a study of the

Romans. Specifically we looked at the failed

invasion of Julius Caesar before looking at success

for the Romans defeating the revolt of Boudicca -

leader of the Iceni. We found out what life was like

as a Roman soldier as well as designing and creating

mosaics with ceramic tiles. 

In the latter half of the term our approach to

learning centred around discovery and an inquiry

based heavily in science. We moved on to look at

electricity. As classes we talked about the

generation of electricity and how it is transported

to the switches in our homes. 

Unfortunately… just as the children were going to

use their knowledge to create their own torches,

we got the message that we would be at home for a

little while. But, even though you have been at home

for a week, you have impressed us hugely with the

amount of great work that you have done.

Wishing all of our families a very happy Christmas!

 

Best wishes from the Year 4 Team.

A 

Year 4

"Creating an appetite for knowledge; building a capacity to learn"
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Our transdisciplinary theme this term is ‘Where we are in

time and place` and the central idea that we have been

exploring is ‘Discoveries can improve our knowledge.` The

children have thoroughly enjoyed exploring the Solar system

that we live in. They have enjoyed taking part in a grand tour

of our Solar system where they identified the different

characteristics of all of the planets as well as the Sun and the

Moon. 

 

The children also looked at the phases of the Moon and how

these change whilst the Moon orbits the Earth.   

We have also explored significant people and discoveries

that have influenced our space knowledge in the present

day. The children especially enjoyed learning about Mae

Jemison, the first African American woman astronaut to

travel to Space. The children applied their newly acquired

Google suite skills by constructing a biography of Mae’s life

on google doc. The children also enjoyed creating 3D models

of the planets which they achieved by using paper mache

and use of acrylic paint.

  

Year 5

"Creating an appetite for knowledge; building a capacity to learn"
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The Children in Year 6 have been enjoying our World War

Two(WW2) topic this term. They have been engrossed in

the Class Reader: Blitzcat; following the journey of a cat on

the quest to find its owner. This emotive story is based on

our WW2 topic and has given the children an insight into

wartime Britain. The children were thoroughly inspired by

the story line and have produced some amazing writing

pieces: monologues (recounting experiences as evacuee

children), adventurous narrative stories (writing from the

perspectives of a child during the Blitz)  and inspirational

speeches ( to dissuade the possibility of future wars).

To help immerse the children in the topic, they

participated in a thought-provoked provocation; filled with

activities that children would have experienced during

WW2: farming, evacuation (to the countryside), army

recruits. The children also had the opportunity to unleash

their imagination and let loose their creativity, by creating

air-raid shelters and using digital technology - to create

informative powerpoint presentations and evacuation

videos.

Other fun-packed learning included the Kent Virtual sports

competition which the children totally enjoyed! It has been

a fantastic learning journey this term and it has been great

to see the children so involved in their learning.

  

Year 6

"Creating an appetite for knowledge; building a capacity to learn"
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Dear Families and Friends,

This term all the children have taken part in the NSPCC

‘Speak Out Stay Safe’ assemblies in their classes

presented by Ant and Dec! These assemblies help

children to understand how to speak out about anything

that is worrying them or anything they’re not sure about

and to recognise when the way they’re being treated

isn’t safe. The children engaged really enthusiastically

and were a credit to themselves in how they handled

discussions around some sensitive topics.

The Christmas period can be a very challenging time for

many families and this year comes with even more

pressure than normal. 

If you want to contact the safeguarding team, you can do

so using the email address:-

safeguarding@darfordprimary.org.uk .

This term has been very busy, but it is fantastic to see

families still taking the time to share a book. Even more books were

read than last term with a total of 2430 book shared across the school!

Overall 12,900 minutes have been spent reading and Year 1, Year 2 and

Year 3 were our top readers this term! We are so proud of all of your

efforts, keep up the good work!

Online Safety Update
Dear Parents,

It has been an exciting end to the term with regard to the world of

online safety at Dartford Primary. We have shared a safer internet

morning and the children have taken on board what they should do

when they encounter something online that they do not like. We, as

trusted adults, are our children’s first port of call for any issues that

they have and as such we all have a duty to be role models with our

use of the internet. To help us all with that, DPA are working with

National Online Safety to make sure that we have up to date

knowledge of all aspects of online safety. It is fantastic to see that

parents have already signed up to use this fantastic app. You can click

on the above icons to link with Dartford Primary and NOS.

Alternatively, you can copy and paste this link into your browser:

http://nationalonlinesafety.com/enrol/dartford-primary-academy

Have a fantastic Christmas break!

The Digital Engagement Team.

If you have any concerns about a child please do not

hesitate to either contact the NSPCC or Kent's Children's

Team on 03000 41 11 11 (text relay 18001 03000 41 11 11)

or email social.services@kent.gov.uk.

If you think someone is in immediate danger, the best

thing to do is call 999 for the emergency services.

For advice and help regarding domestic abuse please
contact  the National Domestic Abuse Helpline:
0808 2000 247.

Keeping Everyone Safe

E-safety and Online Learning

"Creating an appetite for knowledge; building a capacity to learn"

http://nationalonlinesafety.com/enrol/dartford-primary-academy
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Harvest Donations

Dear children, parents and carers, and staff of Dartford Primary
Academy, I wanted to take this opportunity to say a huge thank you
to each one of you for supporting our foodbank with your harvest
collection. We set it all out around our altar for the service this past
Sunday so the congregation here at St Alban’s could see for
themselves just what you have achieved! They were all so delighted
with and moved by your generosity and I’m attaching a photo for
you to see it too – it’s not all laid out so some of your donations are
still in bags.

In your actions and your care for your community you have
expressed more fully than words can the principle of harvest
celebrations, whatever faith or philosophy we subscribe to. Firstly,
we acknowledge how fortunate we are to have sufficient food in
our lives; then we accept that, through no fault of their own, others
are not always so fortunate. Then we say thank you for our own
good fortune by sharing a little of what we have with others - and
what a difference it makes! Everything you have contributed will go
to someone in our communities who, without that kindness, would
simply not have enough. So, in these difficult times especially, you
have each made such a difference to someone somewhere and, on
their behalf, thank you again for your kindness and friendship.
 
Revd. Mandy Young – St Albans Church (October 2020)
 

We are all very excited and enjoying the festive activities here at

DPA. We have been remembering to use our mindful moments to

check in with ourselves and using our breathing strategies to

provide a moment of calm. Izzy Stokes, our Emotional Wellbeing

Team member, has been busy creating workshops for children and

parents - so far we have had a worries workshop with year 6 who

had a positive session with lots of discussion. In addition, Izzy has

also delivered two parent workshops, thank you to those parents

who attended and gave us feedback. I hope you found them

informative and useful. We are fortunate to continue running these

sessions in the new year and the current workshops we have

planned for parents are as follows:- 02.03.21 - Introduction to ASC

(Autism Spectrum Condition)  1.00-2.00pm- 02.02.21 -

Understanding your child's anxiety 1.00-2.00pm- 26.01.21 -

Understanding your child's behaviour 1.00-2.00pm- 19.01.21 -

ADHD - 1.00-2.00pmThere is no need to register or let us know if

you would like to attend - you can just click the invite link which

will be sent out nearer to the time. These will all be delivered

virtually.Christmas can be a difficult time for many even in normal

circumstances. Families or individuals struggling in these difficult

times may need to access additional help. Kent County Council's

website is hosting a page called Release the Pressure which

provides a telephone number, a text and an online chat service

24/7 for those who need to talk with someone. The website also

has a Mental Health page which signposts to Live Well Kent to

which you can self-refer.

Parking and Road Safety -Reminder

Please may we ask that you do not park in disabled bays or across

neighbours’ driveways/drives when dropping off or collecting your

child. With safety in mind, please may we ask that you do not stop

your car in the road and drop off, or attempt to pick up, your child. 

Friday 18th December - LAST DAY OF TERM. CHILDREN WILL

RETURN ON MONDAY 4TH JANUARY 2021

 

  

Finally...

A big thank you to all who joined in the ELF fun on Friday 4th
December 2020 for the Alzheimer’s Society.  A fantastic day had by
all! 
Your support this Elf Day will have a huge impact on the lives of
people affected by dementia when they need it most. 82% of
people have reported an accelerated decline in their condition as a
result of lockdown and it’s estimated that unpaid carers have spent
an additional 92 million hours caring for a loved one with dementia
during the pandemic, often at great personal cost. Through Welfare
Calls, Companion Calls, peer support and extensive online
guidance, people affected by dementia have not had to face this
crisis alone. In fact,95% of service users said that support from
Alzheimer’s Society had improved their life in some way.

Mr D. Clover

. 
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We have had a fantastic second term in Nursery! We

have enjoyed learning about many celebrations such as

firework night, Diwali and Christmas. We have

enjoyed creating paintings of fireworks and we even

made edible sparklers! 

 

We have been very creative this term and have been

learning new ways of painting such as wax resist, we

were all amazed to see what happened when we

painted over the wax on the paper. 

 

We also made some salt dough Christmas decorations,

we had great fun mixing the ingredients together and

cutting out a shape. 

 

One of our favourite days was dressing up as elves and

wearing Christmas clothes to Nursery. Everyone looked

fantastic and we can’t wait for Christmas to arrive! We

hope everyone has a wonderful Christmas! 

Nursery update



Uniform

Please ensure all uniform is named, this makes it easier

to return when it gets mislaid.

 

All lunchboxes need to be clearly named on the outside

please. Lots of children have the same ones. It is also

essential to name the water bottles.

 School finishes for the Autumn break on Friday 16th

October and the children will return to school on

Monday 2nd November. 
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to return when it gets mislaid.

 

All lunchboxes need to be clearly named on the outside
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essential to name the water bottles.

 School finishes for the Autumn break on Friday 16th

October and the children will return to school on

Monday 2nd November. 
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Year 3 Clubs
This term in drama and storytelling club, the children have the chance to

play a variety of drama games, developing confidence and getting to

know each other. They have been using their imaginations and bodies

during role play and improvisation to create fun scenes

and stories. We have also delved into events of the past (such as The

Great Fire of London) through a simulation of virtual reality! 

 ‘I enjoy playing the emotions game. We play this game by picking out an

emotion and acting it out. I like this game because it’s so fun to guess

what the other people are acting out.'

Yoga Club!
In yoga club this term we learned some new and challenging yoga poses

such as downward dog, warrior one and bow pose. We applied our new

skills to yoga videos. We spent all term getting stronger and improving

our balance. 

“I liked the yoga club because I liked learning new poses and doing the

yoga videos!” - Rhea.

Year 4 Science Technology Engineering Maths (STEM) Club
This term our STEM club budding scientists and engineers have

thoroughly enjoyed making simulations of rockets, lolly stick bridges,

paper helicopters and tin foil boats. STEM club runs every Tuesday after

school, and it’s been great to see the students excitingly sharing their

discoveries with their adults after the club. Great job, everyone!

Year 5 Drama Club
The Year 5 drama club have been performing ‘A Christmas Carol’. It has

been amazing to see the children really getting into their characters and

thinking about what props they would need to use when performing in

front of a live audience. It was lovely to see some of these children

meeting up virtually during their home learning to keep rehearsing their

lines and practising. We can’t wait to continue to work with this group

next term and we really do have some extremely talented actors and

actresses in the making! “Drama club was really fun this term and I loved

practising A Christmas Carol (the play we were doing). I was really happy

when I found out that I was going to play the part of Scrooge.” Amber -

Amur Leopard.

Year 6 - Board Games 
Children enjoyed learning the rules of and playing a variety of different

games including board games and card games. There was a friendly but

competitive atmosphere during each session and children began to

strategise when playing more complex games. Each session always ended

with the same question - "Can we play that game one more please?"

.

This term saw the launch of our extra curricular clubs here at DPA -

finding different ways to explore the world through interests and

hobbies.  Many children have experienced the clubs and wanted to

share their feelings below.  Please do encourage your child to take

part if possible.  Not all learning is formal learning and we want to

offer all of our children as many experiences as possible.

Next term after school clubs will be running from Monday 11th

January. Letters have been sent home and you may book and pay for a

place from 10 a.m. on 30th December. All bookings will need to be

made by Thursday 7th January.

Reception Clubs

Go Noodle club
In Go Noodle club, we enjoyed moving to routine dances. We jumped,

ran, skipped and moved in lots of different ways. Our favourite was

the Red Carpet, where we ran down a red carpet and had to avoid

different obstacles by dodging, kicking and jumping over them!

Lego club
In Lego club the children enjoyed using their imagination to create

wonderful models. Each week we thought about what we have been

learning in class and then thought about what we could make to fit

with this theme. The children made some lovely houses, boats and

igloos! We have also enjoyed sharing our models with our friends at

the end of the session and using our communication skills to talk

about which models we liked and why. 

Cooking Club - Year One
This term, some of the year one children have participated in a

cooking club, learning some of the basic skills of cutting and slicing as

well as being risk takers and trying new foods.

We have made repeating pattern fruit kebabs, a colourful rainbow

couscous dish and a refreshing fruit smoothie. The children have

enjoyed putting these dishes together, seeing how ingredients

combine to make a tasty outcome.

We also took the opportunity to learn about the different food groups

and sort these on the eatwell plate, discussing the importance of a

varied and balanced diet. A Lot of cooking fun was had by all!

Hockey Club - Year Two
We have had an exciting time in hockey club this term.  The main

skills we learnt were: how to hold a stick correctly; how to dribble on

our own; how to tackle an opponent and how to pass to a teammate.

Our favourite game to play was Cat and Mouse.  This game helped us

practice how to defend against a tackle.  It was great fun!

"Creating an appetite for knowledge; building a capacity to learn"

Clubs



Staffing

"Creating an appetite for knowledge; building a capacity to learn"

Blue Whale 

Mrs Palmer will be leaving us at the end of this term and has worked at Dartford Primary Academy for over

16 years, 12 of those within the nursery. Her skills, patience, dedication and passion for high-quality nursery

provision will be greatly missed. We would like to wish her all the very best for the future.

 

Mrs Martin will also be moving out of the nursery in January as she begins her maternity leave. We look

forward to seeing photos of her new little one.

As we go into the new year, we would like to share our staffing updates with you:

We have  appointed Miss Brownhill as a year one teacher. She will be working with the year one team in

January before taking over from Mr Clover who is expecting his own arrival in March. Mr Clover hopes to

return before the end of the academic year.

 

We have welcomed the following support staff to our team in recent months:

 

Year 2  - Mrs Wells - Red Pandas

 

Year 3 - Mrs Sheeraz - Green Turtles

 

Year 4 - Ms Oki - Black Rhino's

 

Year 6 - Mrs Davis Bengal Tigers

 

As DPA grows from strength to strength we welcome all to join us on our journey to be a world school with

the International Baccalaureate.
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ACADEMIC YEAR
DATES 2020/21

  Term 1

  Thursday 3rd September- Friday 16th October  

  Half term holiday -   Monday  19th October to Friday 30th October inclusive

  Term 2  

  Monday 2nd November - Friday 18th December 

  Christmas holidays -  Monday 21st December to Friday 1st January 

  Term 3

  Monday 4th January -  Thursday 11th February

  Half term holiday

  Friday 12th February - Friday 19th February inclusive 

  Term 4  

  Monday 22nd February - Thursday  1st April 

  Easter Holidays

  Friday 2nd April to Friday 16th April inclusive  

  Term 5  

  Monday 19th April - Friday 28th May  

  Half term holiday  

  Monday 31st May to Friday 4th June  

  Term 6  

  Monday 7th June -Tuesday 20th July

 These dates are subject to change following guidance from GOV around 

 COVID19. 

 Please note that Wednesday 21st, Thursday 22nd July and

 Friday 23rd July are for 30 hour children nursery children only so they will

 finish on Friday 23rd July.

   


